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WILDFIRE season seems to have come 
more quickly than usual this year. 

Wildfires have already raged in all west-
ern states, and there is much concern as 
we are experiencing a record dry year with 
little relief in sight. The Northwest has seen 
record temperatures in late June and early 
July. Long-term meteorological forecasts 
show these trends continuing. While I don’t 
want to come across as an alarmist, wildfire 
danger is a real threat to Lincoln Electric 
Cooperative (LEC) facilities, our members, 
and our communities.

LEC is actively involved in wildfire miti-
gation through our right-of-way mainte-

nance and tree-trimming program. We have 
recently completed a wildfire mitigation 
plan that aggressively moves our entire 
system rotation of clearing and trimming 
from 7 years to 5 years. Doing this will not 
only decrease our outages, but also mini-
mize our exposure and risk of wildfires. 
Whenever a wildfire starts near electric 
lines, the first place that is looked for blame 
is the electric utility. 

LEC has begun using a drone to patrol 
power lines in search of danger areas and 
hazard trees that could become problem-

See FIRE SAFETY, page 7

Manager’s Notes
by Telly Stanger

Fire mitigation efforts ongoing for LEC
WILDFIRE SAFETY

TIPS TO PREVENT WILDFIRES

LEC has begun using a drone to patrol power  
lines in search of danger areas and hazard trees 

that could become problematic.“ ”– TELLY STANGER, General Manager, Lincoln Electric 

SOURCE: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
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OFFICE
312 Osloski Road
PO BOX 628
Eureka, Montana  59917

OFFICE HOURS
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7:00 AM - 5:30 PM

Lincoln Electric's Board of  Trustees hold regular monthly 
meetings at the boardroom in the cooperative office. 
These are typically scheduled on the third Monday of  
each month at 6 p.m. Members are encouraged to attend. 
If  you have any items of  interest, please contact the 
general manager prior to the meeting.

HAVE A STORY SUGGESTION?
Send your ideas to:

memberservices@lincolnelectric.coop

NEXT MEETING DATE:
Monday, August 16, 2021

Lincoln Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
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The regular meeting of the board of trustees was 
conducted on June 21, 2021. A quorum of trustees 
was present and the board took the following action:

MOST of us use electricity, either 
directly or indirectly, at almost 

all times. Because electricity is so 
abundant and available with the 
simple flip of a switch, it’s easy to take 
it for granted. 

According to the Energy Informa-
tion Agency (EIA), the typical U.S. 
household now uses more air condi-
tioning, appliances and consumer 
electronics than ever before. The aver-

age home also contains 10 or more 
Internet-connected devices. Consid-
ering everything that is powered by 
electricity, it’s no wonder we occasion-
ally might wince at our monthly bill. 
But keep in mind, it’s no longer just 
the “light bill.”

Electricity powers our quality of 
life. From the infrastructure of your 
home (appliances, water heater 
and HVAC system) to charging your 

smartphones, computers, TV, and 
Wi-Fi router, your energy bill covers 
so much more than lighting. 

Today, there is more demand 
for electricity than ever before. At 
home, in schools and business, and 
in commercial sectors such as trans-
portation, the need for electricity is 
increasing. 

• Approved the Member Services Committee’s report.
• Approved moving the September 20, 2021 regular board 

meeting from 6 p.m. to 5 p.m.
• Approved the review of Policies 205 – Oath of Office, 209 

– Legal Representation and Use of Attorneys, and 501 – 
Organization Chart.

• Approved changes to Policies 204 – Qualifications for Trust-
ees, 207 – Trustee Out of Town Travel Authorization, 303 
– Net Metering – Interconnection of Customer Generation 
Facilities of 1 to 25 kW, 304 – Interconnection of Distributed 
Generation and Qualifying Facilities, 406 – Investment of 
Nonoperating Funds, 408 – Retention of Unclaimed Capi-
tal Credit Refunds, 410 – Capital Credits, 414 – Identity 
Theft Red Flag Prevention, 415 – Allocation of Non-Oper-
ating Margins – Interest, and 510 – Short- and Long-Term 
Disability.

• Approved new Policy 213 – Subsidiary Board Appointments.

BUSINESS AND BOARDROOM BRIEFS

Affordable electricity powers quality of life

FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW

kWh SALES

REVENUE

COST OF POWER

OPERATING EXPENSE

MARGINS

NUMBER OF MEMBERS

NUMBER OF METERS

MILES OF LINE

TOTAL UTILITY PLANT

MEMBER EQUITY

MAY AVERAGE 
RESIDENTIAL USE (KWH)

MAY AVERAGE 
RESIDENTIAL BILLING

YEAR TO DATE
05/31/2021

YEAR TO DATE
05/31/2020

56,140,310

$5,390,370

$2,499,169

$1,635,352

$657,436

4,842

6,231

980

$35,337,644

$11,221,100

956

$116.06

53,466,354

$5,207,502

$2,426,811

$1,667,420

$485,111

4,734

6,115

972

$33,827,048 

$9,812,335

934

$113.32

See ELECTRICITY page 8
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atic. The LEC distribution system is well designed, and we 
have the ability to turn off high-risk areas if needed. 

Another action LEC can take is Public Safety Power 
Shutoffs (PSPS). LEC’s power supplier, Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA), has implemented these PSPS actions 
across its service area. These actions allow the utility to 
shut off the power in certain areas to avoid danger from 
possible wildfires. Hot, dry conditions coupled with high 
winds and extreme fire danger could trigger a PSPS. While 
BPA has assured LEC we are not in a high-risk area for a 
PSPS, we still understand the need to be diligent in our 
efforts for wildfire mitigation.

I was recently able to meet with the Montana Depart-
ment of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC) about 
a small section of tree clearing that was done around LEC 
power lines. While there are many factors involved in 
logging and clearing forested areas, the state and LEC have 
a great relationship, which we are building on. There are 
many aspects of this issue we are working together on to 
find viable solutions. 

Tree trimming and right-of-way clearing is an ongoing 
cost to LEC as a part of doing business in our service area. I 
firmly believe there is no wildfire that is worth the relative 
cost of doing business. Wildfires are expensive and even 
though LEC has been able to avoid one thus far, we still pay 
high insurance rates because of wildfire risk. It’s apparent 
that insurance carriers are concerned with wildfires as 
evidenced by their policy costs. As a utility, we do not get 

reduced rates for all the increased efforts in keeping our 
infrastructure safer from fires.

Although we don’t get any policy breaks, we will 
continue to aggressively seek out ways to help reduce our 
risk of wildfire. You can also do your part by being fire 
smart. Check out the fire safety tips in the graphic to learn 
more about how you can help reduce the risk of wildfires. 
For more information, please visit nifc.gov/fire-information/
fire-prevention-education-mitigation.

 
Thank you for your membership.  

Continued from page 5

FIRE SAFETY

Telly

An example of a poorly 
maintained right-of-way.

An example of a well  
maintained right-of-way.

NO YES

MONTANA WILDFIRE STATISTICS

2021
2020
2019
2018
2017

32,798
26,774
21,433
31,219

32,494

22.5%
24.9%
-31.3%
-3.9%
16.4%

1,729,732
1,566,959
1,530,905
3,270,089
3,372,927

10.4%
2.4%

-53.2%
-3.0%
44.8%

NATIONAL STATISTICS

TOTALS
FIRES ACRES

LIGHTNING CAUSED
FIRES ACRES

1943
982
915

-
-

220,026
25,752

18,911
-
-

490
492
427

-
-

149,607
39,083
78,903

-
-

2,433
1,474
1,342
2,422
2,026

369,633
64,835
97,814

1,366,498
114,594

HUMAN CAUSED
FIRES ACRES

2020
2019
2018

2017*
2016*

FIRESYEAR* % CHANGE ACRES % CHANGE

YEAR

* FIRE DATA NOT SEPARATED INTO CAUSES FOR 2016 and 2017

* DATA AS OF JULY 8 EACH YEAR
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HAVE you ever noticed your 
lights blink during a thunder-

storm? Or perhaps you’ve noticed a 
blinking microwave clock when you 
arrive home. When this happens, 
you’ve likely experienced a brief 
disruption to your electric service, 
which could result from a power 
surge or blink. While the symptoms 
of surges and blinks can appear simi-
lar, what’s happening behind the 
scenes can be quite different.

What’s a power surge?
Power surges are brief overvoltage 

spikes or disturbances of a power 
waveform that can damage, degrade 
or destroy electronic equipment 
within your home or business. Most 
electronics are designed to handle 
small variations in voltage; however, 
power surges can reach amplitudes 
of tens of thousands of volts — this 
can be extremely damaging to your 
electronic equipment.  

Surges can be caused by inter-
nal sources, such as HVAC systems 
with variable frequency drives, or 
external sources, such as lightning 
and damage to power lines and 
transformers. 

Lincoln Electric Cooperative 
strongly encourages all members to 
install surge protective devices (such 
as surge protector power strips) to 
safeguard your sensitive electron-
ics. If you’re experiencing frequent 
surges in your home or business and 
you believe the cause is internal, 

contact a qualified electrician to 
inspect your electrical system. 

What’s a power blink?
Power blinks are also brief service 

interruptions, but they’re typically 
caused by a fault (short circuit) on 
a power line or a protective device 
that’s working in reaction to the 
fault. Faults can occur through a 
variety of instances, such as squir-
rels, birds or other small animals 
contacting an energized power line; 
tree branches touching a power line; 
or lightning and other similar events. 
In fact, when it comes to power 
disruptions caused by critters, squir-
rels reign supreme. In 2019 alone, 
squirrels were responsible for more 
than 1,200 outages nationwide. 

Any of the events noted above can 
cause your power to blink, but you 
may also experience a brief interrup-
tion when protective devices that 
act like circuit breakers are working 
to detect the fault. Believe it or not, 
these brief power blinks caused by 
protective devices are actually good 
because that means the equipment 
is working as it should to prevent a 
prolonged outage. 

Regardless of the cause, Lincoln 
Electric crews will be on their way to 
inspect the damage and make neces-
sary repairs after a power outage. 

And you can help, too! Any time 
you experience repeated disruptions 
to your electric service, please let us 
know by calling 406-889-3301. 

PHOTO BY PAT GAINES

Power surges vs. blinks

PLANNED 
POWER 
OUTAGE

FROM

11:00 P.M. AUGUST 11
UNTIL

5:00 A.M. AUGUST 12
ALL Lincoln Electric members will 
be without power during this time 

while our power supplier, 
Bonneville Power Administration, 
performs critical maintenance. 
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Typically, when demand goes up, 
so too does the price, as is the case 
with most goods or services, such as 
cable or even your favorite specialty 
coffee. However, that’s not true with 
electricity. Let’s take a look at how the 
value of electricity compares to other 
common expenses. 

Over the last five years, the cost 
of rent increased 3.4 percent; medi-
cal care increased 2.8 percent; and 
education increased 2.2 percent. But 
the cost of electricity only increased 1 
percent. Considering all the ways we 
depend on electricity, it still remains a 
great value.

So, the next time you’re enjoying 
your favorite podcast, TV series or 
movie, consider the value of electricity 
and how it enhances your quality of 
life. 

We care about you, the members 
we serve, and understand that elec-
tricity is more than a commodity — it’s 
a necessity. That’s why Lincoln Elec-
tric Cooperative will continue working 
hard to power your life, reliably and 
affordably. 


